
 

 

feral feminisms 

  
CFP due 15 Jan 19 

    
Feral Feminisms (http://www.feralfeminisms.com), an independent, intermedia, peer-reviewed, and 
open access online journal, invites submissions from artists, activists, and scholars for our first 
general submissions issue. We invite contributors to submit work that queers, radicalizes, 
decolonizes, or otherwise fucks with existing systems of power and dominance. We orientate this issue 
toward change and against capitalist, nationalist, carceral, and settler colonial systems. 

 
Submitted contributions may include full-length theoretical essays (5000 – 7000 words), shorter 
creative pieces, cultural commentaries, personal narratives or auto-ethnographies (500 – 2500 
words), poetry, photo-essays, short films/video (uploaded to Vimeo), visual and sound art (jpeg 
Max 1MB), or a combination of forms. We especially encourage less traditional mediums of 
knowledge creation such as podcasts, collaborative pieces, and multimedia scholarship. This 
issue will be coordinated by Jae Basilière and Krista Benson. Please send inquiries and 
submissions to generalsubmissions[at]feralfeminisms[dot]com.  

 
We are interested in all general submissions that fit this CFP, but particularly welcome submissions 
that address:  

• Creative practices and processes that interrupt, address, or highlight systems of 
inequality and power 

• Work that defies traditional disciplinary and interdisciplinary expectations within 
academia including those around sole authorship and traditional article formats 

• Work that challenges the expectation that activism is not intellectual work OR that 
intellectual work cannot be activism 

• Send us the work that you think “no, nobody would publish something that radical/off 
the wall/strange/challenging.” You might be wrong. 
 

Submission Instructions: By January 15, 2019 submit completed pieces to Managing Editors Jae 
Basilière and Krista Benson at generalsubmissions[at]feralfeminisms[dot]com. In addition to the 
completed piece, please also send a 60-word author biography and 100-word abstract as one separate 
Word document. For more detailed submission guidelines, visit 
http://www.feralfeminisms.com/submission-guidelines/. Please prepare your submissions using 
Chicago author date. Feral Feminisms only considers submissions that are not previously published or 
under review at other journals. Contributors retain copyright of the pieces under Creative Commons 
licensing.   

 
Publications Access Policy: In the interest of making access to information more free, to 
challenge commercial publishing, and to encourage authors with limited or no 
institutional access to draw on academic journals and databases, Feral Feminisms editors 
will facilitate access to necessary journal articles, book chapters, and books when 
possible for potential or current authors. If authors need specific manuscripts to complete 
drafting or revising their pieces, please contact the editors, who will do everything we can 
to ensure you have access to those materials.   


